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As we published in the past, stacked Gate-All-Around Nanosheet technology will replace FinFET for future
CMOS logic nodes, as it enables the best device performance and offers the capability to scale the transistor
gate length further in the 5NM nodes and beyond. This Short Course will be focused on the enablement of
future generations of High Performance Nanosheet transistors. In a first part, we will discuss the best device
design for large Weff/footprint and high performance. We will also compare nFET and pFET transport and
mobility going from a FinFET device to a Nanosheet transistor architecture. In the second part of my talk,
we will be looking at the opportunities and challenges for strain introduction in the channel and thoroughly
review how the strain evolves in the Nanosheet channel at the different stages of the FEOL manufacturing
process. We will present a novel technique to enable high mobility Nanosheet pFET channel , based on
SiGe channel "last" using SiGe cladding epitaxy. This method enables us to obtain a significant amount of
1GPa compressive strain in SiGe that is preserved downstream. We will show the corresponding device
electrical advantages in term of hole mobility, performance, Vt modulation and NBTI improvement.
Finally, the rest of the presentation will be dedicated to the review of additional additive performance
elements, with a special focus on the full bottom dielectric isolation module, critical for subsheet leakage
suppression and Ceff improvement. We will also discuss the challenges for multi-Vt patterning on wide NS
structures and present additional MOL elements applicable to Nanosheet. These performance elements will
enable multiple generations of Nanosheet transistors as we continue device scaling in leading-edge highperformance Logic.
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